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CASE

CASE HISTORYCASE HISTORY
Aeronautical EMC problems of electronic devices

CASE
Between 1981 and 1987, five Blackhawk army 
helicopters crashed and killed or injured all on 
board when flew too near radio broadcast 
transmitters. 
CAUSE
Insufficient immunity of flight (on-board) control 
electronic sub-system against high intensity 
radiated fields (HIRF) that produced 
uncommanded movements while flying past 
radio broadcast towers. 

(Source: NASA Reference Publication 1374 July 1995)



Missile EMC problems of electronic devices

During a B-52 missile interface unit test, an un 
commanded missile launch signal took place. 
One of the contributing factors was crosstalk in 

CASE HISTORYCASE HISTORY

the systems wiring.  The outcome was a year 
long redesign and test effort. 
(Source: NASA Reference Publication 1374, July 1995)



Modern medical equipment has experienced 
EMI problems.  From 1979 to 1993, the FDA 
received over 90 reports concerning EMI 
problems in the field. It was pointed out that 

Medical equipment EMC problems of electronic device s
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problems in the field. It was pointed out that 
users experiencing medical equipment 
performance degradation might not suspect 
EMI as a possible cause. Thus, EMI problems 
are more likely to be under-ported to the FDA. 

(Source: NASA Reference Publication 1374 July 1995)



Publicity was given to electronic pacemakers, or aircraft and air traffic navigational control 
systems, but it is only a ‘tip of iceberg’.

It was pointed out by many researchers that users experiencing equipment performance 
degradation often do not suspect EMI as a cause, and thus a number of EMI problems 
are never registered. 

There is an unprecedented  proliferation of electrical devices and electronic controls in 
almost every aspect of human life.

Medical equipment EMC problems of electronic device s
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almost every aspect of human life.

Life of individuals and functioning of the society is increasingly dependent on errorless 
functioning of numerous systems: 
Emergency  telecommunication systems
Air, maritime, land transportation systems,...
Safety systems, etc., etc, …
Most of such critical systems are controlled by electronic sub-system hardware and/ or 
software.

Whilst electronic controls ("intelligence“) bring many benefits, they  also suffer from 
peculiar performance/ reliability problems 
EM interference is one of major problems related to performance and reliability common 
to all electronic technologies .
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The electronics devices and the cable for electrical connection don’t offer in many The electronics devices and the cable for electrical connection don’t offer in many 
installation a security for the range of new sources involved out side from installation a security for the range of new sources involved out side from 
Telecommunication and other power magnetic generation . In this condition with the new Telecommunication and other power magnetic generation . In this condition with the new 
increasing transformation of structure from metal to composite, have offered more increasing transformation of structure from metal to composite, have offered more 
vulnerability to many devices .vulnerability to many devices .

The scope to use the fabric metalized in a combination of the composite are the best The scope to use the fabric metalized in a combination of the composite are the best 
solution to reduce the interferences  from out side or inside to out side .solution to reduce the interferences  from out side or inside to out side .

The use of NICKEL as metal over the textile structure is a guaranties for  the electrical The use of NICKEL as metal over the textile structure is a guaranties for  the electrical 

MARKET AND MARKET AND 
ELECTRONICS REQUIREMENTSELECTRONICS REQUIREMENTS

The use of NICKEL as metal over the textile structure is a guaranties for  the electrical The use of NICKEL as metal over the textile structure is a guaranties for  the electrical 
surface resistivity of the composite , because the use of copper is one of the best problem surface resistivity of the composite , because the use of copper is one of the best problem 
for  the reduced conductivity  because of the rust and the salt humidity present near to the for  the reduced conductivity  because of the rust and the salt humidity present near to the 
sea .sea .

With the new metal treatment deposition with ZINC now we offer also a new way to With the new metal treatment deposition with ZINC now we offer also a new way to 
improve the surface conductivity and more stability on strong weather condition improve the surface conductivity and more stability on strong weather condition 

We can offer We can offer 

From 45dB up to 90dB attenuation level  from 1 From 45dB up to 90dB attenuation level  from 1 MhzMhz to 18 GHz to 18 GHz 

Stability of the surface conductivityStability of the surface conductivity

Flexibility in designFlexibility in design

Weight reduction in comparison to the metal mesh Weight reduction in comparison to the metal mesh 



PARTNERSHIPPARTNERSHIP
Innovative EMI and RFI Innovative EMI and RFI ShieldingShielding SolutionSolution

With the innovation of Lamiflex , in shaping the composite material, and the 
cooperation agreement signed with Soliani EMC , a company active in making 
fabrics and materials shielding / metallized, new solutions are born with EMI and RFI 
shielding.

Patent MI2011A001417Patent MI2011A001417
PCT PendingPCT Pending
ShiedingShieding EMI RFI pre EMI RFI pre pregpreg

Patent MI2011A001986Patent MI2011A001986
PCT PendingPCT Pending
Lightweight Lightweight PultrudedPultruded Shielded EMI RFI ConduitShielded EMI RFI Conduit

Patent MI2010A000593Patent MI2010A000593
PCT /IB2011/052220PCT /IB2011/052220
Lightweight Shielded EMI RFI ConduitLightweight Shielded EMI RFI Conduit



LAMIFLEX GroupLAMIFLEX Group
A Family CompanyA Family Company
LamiflexLamiflex produces advanced composite materials for use in a wide range of industrial produces advanced composite materials for use in a wide range of industrial 
applications.applications. The company has developed next generation EMI and RFI shielding solutions The company has developed next generation EMI and RFI shielding solutions 
that combine high surface conductivity across broad range frequencies with the light that combine high surface conductivity across broad range frequencies with the light 
weight, design flexibility, and cost advantages of composite materials. weight, design flexibility, and cost advantages of composite materials. Lamiflex’sLamiflex’s shielding shielding 
materials include a family of semimaterials include a family of semi--manufactured premanufactured pre--impregnated materials based on impregnated materials based on 
nickel, zinc, gold and silver in reinforced polyester, glass nickel, zinc, gold and silver in reinforced polyester, glass NomexNomex, carbon and epoxy resin. , carbon and epoxy resin. 
The company also produces customized, finished parts based on these composites that The company also produces customized, finished parts based on these composites that 
can be adapted to any geometric solution.can be adapted to any geometric solution. Lamiflex'sLamiflex's composites have industrial and composites have industrial and 
military applications in many sectors, including aerospace, telecommunications, military applications in many sectors, including aerospace, telecommunications, 

LamiflexLamiflex CapabilityCapability ::
PrePre--pregpreg MachineMachine
SteppedStepped PressPress
MultiMulti--CompartmentCompartment PressPress
WrappingWrapping
PultrusionPultrusion –– PullwindingPullwinding
AutoclaveAutoclave
RTMRTM ResinResin TransferTransfer MoldingMolding

LamiflexLamiflex TechnologyTechnology ::
R&DR&D
PhysicalPhysical ChemistryChemistry LaboratoryLaboratory
CleanClean RoomRoom
XX--RayRay ChamberChamber
CNCCNC

military applications in many sectors, including aerospace, telecommunications, military applications in many sectors, including aerospace, telecommunications, 
automotive, undersea systems, and electronics.automotive, undersea systems, and electronics.



APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS
SynergiesSynergies at workat work
LamiflexLamiflex combines the characteristics of shielded materials and those of composite combines the characteristics of shielded materials and those of composite 
materials by creating a new components that combines the advantages from both materials by creating a new components that combines the advantages from both 
sectors.sectors.

FEATURE FEATURE ofof shieldedshielded materialsmaterials

-- High High electricalelectrical conductivityconductivity on the on the surfacesurface
-- Wide range of types of fabrics for a high coverage Wide range of types of fabrics for a high coverage 

of the frequency spectrumof the frequency spectrum

LamiflexLamiflex combines the characteristics of shielded materials and those of composite combines the characteristics of shielded materials and those of composite 
materials by creating a new components that combines the advantages from both materials by creating a new components that combines the advantages from both 
sectors.sectors.

FEATURE FEATURE ofof shieldedshielded materialsmaterials

-- High High electricalelectrical conductivityconductivity on the on the surfacesurface
-- Wide range of types of fabrics for a high coverage Wide range of types of fabrics for a high coverage 

of the frequency spectrumof the frequency spectrum

©

FEATURES  FEATURES  ofof composite composite materialsmaterials

-- optimizationoptimization ofof the the weightsweights
-- versatilityversatility ofof feasiblefeasible geometriesgeometries

CreatingCreating aa depositiondeposition ofof metalmetal asas NickelNickel oror ZincZinc aroundaround thethe singlesingle filamentfilament afterafter weavingweaving
withwith polyesterpolyester fibers,fibers, carbon,carbon, Kevlar,Kevlar, NomexNomex ........
CarryCarry aa quantityquantity ofof metalmetal forfor variousvarious applicationsapplications toto improveimprove thethe physicalphysical--chemicalchemical
propertiesproperties ofof thethe surfacesurface..
Through this Through this sinergiessinergies innovative materials and components can be realized: innovative materials and components can be realized: PrePre--pregpreg
PanelsPanels, , ShieldedShielded DuctsDucts , , CustomizedCustomized Shape…Shape…

FEATURES  FEATURES  ofof composite composite materialsmaterials

-- optimizationoptimization ofof the the weightsweights
-- versatilityversatility ofof feasiblefeasible geometriesgeometries

CreatingCreating aa depositiondeposition ofof metalmetal asas NickelNickel oror ZincZinc aroundaround thethe singlesingle filamentfilament afterafter weavingweaving
withwith polyesterpolyester fibers,fibers, carbon,carbon, Kevlar,Kevlar, NomexNomex ........
CarryCarry aa quantityquantity ofof metalmetal forfor variousvarious applicationsapplications toto improveimprove thethe physicalphysical--chemicalchemical
propertiesproperties ofof thethe surfacesurface..
Through this Through this sinergiessinergies innovative materials and components can be realized: innovative materials and components can be realized: PrePre--pregpreg
PanelsPanels, , ShieldedShielded DuctsDucts , , CustomizedCustomized Shape…Shape…

We supply components conform to the We supply components conform to the RoHSRoHS directive.directive.



BENEFITSBENEFITS
Optimum Optimum forfor interiorsinteriors
PanelsPanels and and ductingducting

Excellent 
dimensional 
stability

GoodGood compatibilitycompatibility withwith
epoxyepoxy aeronauticaeronautic resinresin

HeatingHeating behaviourbehaviour

Weight savingWeight saving

High coverage High coverage 
of the frequency of the frequency 

spectrum for spectrum for high high 
shielding shielding 

New applications where the New applications where the 
imagination can wander…imagination can wander…

ShieldedShielded//ConductiveConductive
PrePre--PregPreg

High High electricalelectrical
conductivityconductivity on on 
the the surfacesurface

shielding shielding 
behaviourbehaviour

CorrosionCorrosion and and 
ChemicalChemical ResistantResistant

Fabrics Qualification: A.I.M.S. Airbus Material Spec ification Individual product specification 12.0620

Design flexibilityDesign flexibility

Customized material Customized material 
features on demandfeatures on demand

Material processable with Material processable with 
different technologiesdifferent technologies

PrePre--PregPreg
& & FabricFabric



FARADAY FARADAY PrePre--pregspregs

Color:  Color:  GreyGrey
Metal:Metal: Nickel Nickel -- ZincZinc
TackTack :: medium medium -- lowlow
Gel time at 130Gel time at 130 °°C : C : 14 14 ±± 3 minutes3 minutes
Volatiles:Volatiles: <1%<1%

FARADAY family FARADAY family 

©

LamiflexLamiflex can can transformtransform anyany conductiveconductive dry dry fabricsfabrics in in prepre--pregpreg materialsmaterials usingusing::
FARADAY PFARADAY P PolyesterPolyester reinforcementreinforcement
FARADAY N FARADAY N NomexNomex reinforcementreinforcement
FARADAY FARADAY G*G* GlassGlass reinforcementreinforcement
FARADAY FARADAY C*C* CarbonCarbon reinforcementreinforcement

Volatiles:Volatiles: <1%<1%
Length:Length: 300 m max300 m max

fabricfabric prepre--pregpreg heightheight metal content        Superficial Resistancemetal content        Superficial Resistance
g/mg/m 22 g/mg/m 22 mmmm g/mg/m 22 mmΩΩ/cm/cm 22

FARADAY P_NFARADAY P_N 6060 110110+/+/--1010 550550 1010 125125--250 (*)250 (*)
FARADAY HC P_NFARADAY HC P_N 100100 200+/200+/--1010 550550 4040 2020--30 (*)30 (*)
FARADAY GFARADAY G 275275 550550 4040 200200--300300
FARADAY NFARADAY N 110110 270270+/+/--1010 500500 3030 8585--150 (*)150 (*)
FARADAY CFARADAY C 240240 320320+/+/--10 10 500500 4040 8585--150 (*)150 (*)

Customized Customized grammagesgrammages are available for more than 300ml.are available for more than 300ml.
(*) (*) few unit of mfew unit of mΩΩ/cm/cm2 2 are achievable changing metal content.are achievable changing metal content.



MAXWELL MAXWELL PrePre--pregspregs
The introduction of metal yarn (Monel alloy) in the warp and weft in the fabric allows a greater amount of 
maintaining flexibility and deformability of the fabric, keeping lightness compare with full metal structure.

This material can also be used for shielding applications at lightning

Color:  Grey
Metal: Nickel - Zinc 
Tack : medium - low
Gel time at 130 °C : 14 ± 3 minutes
Volatiles: <1%

Maxwell family Maxwell family 

©

Volatiles: <1%
Length: 300 m max

fabric pre-preg height metal content        Superfici al Resistance
g/m2 g/m2 mm g/m 2 mΩ/cm 2

MAXWELL P 200 320 550 10 125 -250

Customized grammages of  are available for more than 300ml



LamiflexLamiflex producesproduces shieldingshielding elementselements mainlymainly withwith tubolartubolar shapeshape

-- Composite Composite structurestructure withwith internalinternal spiralspiral withwith variablevariable stiffnessstiffness
-- ConductiveConductive externalexternal fabricfabric
-- PlatePlate cut cut withwith composite composite rigidrigid ringring
-- RealizationRealization ofof M/F or F/M/F or F/FF joint joint typetype
-- Ultra light Ultra light weightweight
-- BetterBetter installationinstallation byby flexbleflexble solutionsolution
-- BetterBetter shieldingshielding fromfrom 1 up 1 up toto 101033 MHzMHz

DuctsDucts
DuctsDucts withwith EMI EMI shieldingshielding characteristicscharacteristics

©

Ducts with Faraday P pre-preg vs  Standard copper mesh T
est in accordance to C

E
I E

N
 5289

M/F or F/M/F or F/FF joint joint typetype

RigidRigid DuctDuct

MultisectionMultisection DuctsDucts

FlexibleFlexible , ultra , ultra flexibleflexible and and mixedmixed ductsducts

Ducts with Maxwell P pre-preg vs  Standard copper mesh

T
est in accordance to C

E
I E

N
 5289

-1-6:2002 standard

ShieldedShielded pultrudedpultruded DuctsDucts

BetterBetter installationinstallation byby flexibleflexible solutionsolution



AllAll panelspanels materialsmaterials areare approvedapproved accordinglyaccordingly toto
FARFAR 2525..853853

STRUCTURESTRUCTURE
GlassfiberGlassfiber--CarbonfiberCarbonfiber epoxy composite structureepoxy composite structure

- Shielding between 60dB and 100dB
- 4 layers of Faraday P-N gives an high shielding beahviour in the HF range (more then 

80dB) 
- Maxwell pre-preg gives an high result also with only one layer

PanelsPanels
Composite Conductive Panel VS Aluminum PanelComposite Conductive Panel VS Aluminum Panel

GlassfiberGlassfiber--CarbonfiberCarbonfiber epoxy composite structureepoxy composite structure
30% lighter than metal panels30% lighter than metal panels

Conductive panel
Antenna from 

1 to 6 GHz

GHz

Aluminum panel vs conductive composite panel 
made in Faraday pre-preg P



BoxBox
Military applicationMilitary application



APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS
EMI RFI protectionEMI RFI protection



Test  Test  ((prepre--pregpreg and and compositescomposites))

SHIELDING TESTSHIELDING TEST

LIGHTNING TEST  LIGHTNING TEST  

EMPEMP
ElectroElectro--MagneticMagnetic PulsePulse

FAR 25.853  TESTFAR 25.853  TEST
FlameFlameretardantretardantbehaviourbehaviour

LaboratoryLaboratory testtest

DMA TESTDMA TEST
DynamicDynamic MechanicalMechanical AnalysisAnalysis

PEELING TEST   PEELING TEST   
DSC TESTDSC TEST
DifferentialDifferential Scanning Scanning CalorimetryCalorimetry

Test in Test in anechoicanechoic chamberchamber Test phase on siteTest phase on site

Test Test InstrumentsInstruments

Internal instruments for testInternal instruments for test



Conductive preConductive pre--pregpreg for for 
Heating devicesHeating devices

•• PossibilityPossibility toto insertinsert a a electricalelectrical circuitcircuit withwith veryvery low low weightweight

•• PossibilityPossibility ofof heatingheating controlcontrol

•• LayeringLayering on on moldmold surfacesurface or on or on wingwing profileprofile forfor dede--icingicing applicationapplication

•• Energy Energy savingsaving

•• CapabilityCapability toto adjustadjust eveneven on 3D on 3D anan flexibleflexible geometriesgeometries..

•• LowerLower thicknessesthicknesses

•• CorrosionCorrosion resistantresistant alsoalso in saline in saline environmentalenvironmental..

22    Volt
0,6   Ampere
36    Ohm
12    Watt

40°C after 3 min

Composite panel with 
electrical resistance.

Material:
Faraday P-N 
Epoxy Glass Fiber
Lenght 3,3m  
Resistance 36 Ohm

Copper metal connector

ResistivityResistivity * * LenghtLenght (L)(L)

SectionSection (B)(B)
ResistanceResistance = = 

Resistance = f (L)   :    linear  behaviour

•• CorrosionCorrosion resistantresistant alsoalso in saline in saline environmentalenvironmental..

•• Easy Easy productproduct customizationcustomization accordingaccording toto specificationspecification. . 



KIT FOR TESTKIT FOR TEST
LamiflexLamiflex can can provideprovide youyou samplessamples forfor youryour internalinternal testtest

BOX INCLUDE:BOX INCLUDE:
••CD CD LamiflexLamiflex with company with company 
brochure MSDS and  Data Sheetsbrochure MSDS and  Data Sheets

••Little box with Soliani materials Little box with Soliani materials 
and company brochure as well and company brochure as well 
(shielded honeycomb, glass and (shielded honeycomb, glass and 
gasket) gasket) 

••PrePre pregpreg
--2m Maxwell 2m Maxwell P_ZP_Z
--2m Faraday 2m Faraday P_NP_N
--2m Faraday 2m Faraday N_ZN_Z
--500mm Faraday G 500mm Faraday G P_NP_N--500mm Faraday G 500mm Faraday G P_NP_N

••Dry fabric (rollers around 1m):Dry fabric (rollers around 1m):
--FR Faraday G P_NFR Faraday G P_N
--D Faraday HC P_ND Faraday HC P_N
--D Faraday ST P_ND Faraday ST P_N
--D Faraday TNT1 P_ND Faraday TNT1 P_N
--D Faraday D Faraday P_NP_N

••ConductiveConductive PanelPanel sizesize A4A4

••HeatingHeating PanelPanel sizesize A4A4

••EnvelopEnvelop bag:bag:
--TriaxialTriaxial fabric sample : D fabric sample : D 

Faraday 3D P_NFaraday 3D P_N
--Sample of A Faraday TNT1 Sample of A Faraday TNT1 

P_NP_N
--Sample of D Faraday G_ZSample of D Faraday G_Z

••Sample box for mobile phone testSample box for mobile phone test
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